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Date

Language / Targeted
Audience

Summary of the Disinformation

Link to the
Disinformation

Disinforming
outlet(s)

Disproof

Reported by

ENG, CZE

An unspecified social movement in
Poland wants to organise a
"Maidan", overthrow the current
government and reset the state as
a "neo-colony". This alleged Polish
opposition is trained by
professionals with substantial
financial resources from abroad.

http://bit.ly/1mn4M9Q //
journal-neo.org //
http://bit.ly/1KAz04p //
nwoo.org // ac24.cz //
http://bit.ly/1UXyazl //
ceskoaktualne.cz
http://bit.ly/1T852Yo

No evidence given.

European Values ThinkTank

POL, RUS

More and more ISIS fighters are
coming to Poland from Ukraine,
therefore a wall has to be built on
the border.

http://bit.ly/1PIMsUn //
http://bit.ly/1nRqhAp

geopolityka.org //
newsbalt.ru

No evidence given. The
number of illegal migrants from
Ukraine is the same as year
before: http://bit.ly/20PuTpr

Igor Solovey, journalist,
expert of "Агентство
международных
исследований" (АМИ)

26.-29.01.2016

ENG, CZE

Last Week's Trend: FSB
discovered a mysterious map
carried by illegal migrants. On the
http://bit.ly/1UVLRyI //
map, there was a quote from the
http://bit.ly/1mlWD5o //
Quran describing Judgement Day,
http://bit.ly/1L8IEq5
and the address of a US lab
creating biological weapons in
Ukraine.

whatdoesitmean.com
// Orgo Net @
Blogspot //
SvetKolemNas.info

The quoted FSB report is not
to be found anywhere else. //
Repeating an already
European Values Thinkdebunked disinformation about Tank
secret laboratories with deadly
viruses.

26.01.-02.02.2016

RUS, UKR

The Ukrainians massively rush for
visas and they get denied more
See the Disproof article multiple
and more.

Official statistics show directly
StopFake.org
the opposite:
http://bit.ly/1PogUiX

28.-30.01.2016

RUS, ENG, CZE

In Davos, Ukrainian President
http://bit.ly/23SrdFU //
Petro Poroshenko had a fight with
http://bit.ly/1mn6EPL //
Russian Vice Prime Minister Yuri
http://bit.ly/20Ermxo
Trutnev.

dni.ru //
pravdareport.com //
prvnizpravy.cz

No independent sources
confirm this incident.

28.01.2016

CZE

This Week's Trend: Czech TV will
http://bit.ly/1T6HMtT //
not be punished for lying in news
http://bit.ly/1L8HtqH
shows.

casopis-sifra.cz //
svobodne.noviny.eu

There is nothing in the article
European Values Thinkthat would correspond to such
Tank
a title.

nwoo.org //
almasdarnews.com

OPCW confirmed no such
thing. The organisation
claimed that they noted new
cases of people exposed to
European Values Thinknerve gas although the Syrian
Tank
government destroyed all its
declared stocks and that
further investigation is needed:
http://bbc.in/20Pk9Y8

21.-31.01.2016

22.01.-02.02.2016

28.01.2016

ENG, CZE

OPCW (Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons): http://bit.ly/1Kz7Ef9 //
Rebels used chemical weapons,
http://bit.ly/1QOYQkJ
not Syrian president Assad.

European Values ThinkTank
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28.01.2016

28.01.2016

RUS, BLR

A "Maidan" in Minsk is ready.
Lukashenka will be overthrown by http://bit.ly/1PIM5cs
nazis.

Yevgeniy Alekseyevich
No evidence given.
Fyodorov @Youtube

CZE

The entire West, including Czech
Prime Minister Sobotka, were
supporting violence and
Kalashnikovs instead of elections
in Ukraine.

CzechFreePress.cz

http://bit.ly/1Qmsxa2

29.-30.01.2016

RUS, UKR

http://bit.ly/1nM7tmd //
The West has blamed Ukraine of a
http://bit.ly/1T2F3Sa //
serious crime regarding the MH17
http://bit.ly/1QhPbjM //
investigation.
http://bit.ly/20eiBVm

29.01.2016

RUS

More and more German citizens
think of moving to Crimea.

29.01.2016

29.01.2016

29.01.2016

30.01.-02.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1SxvWct

RUS, UKR

Zaporizhzhia city council rejects
Ukrainian language.

CZE

Interrogations of migrants have
shown that the migrant wave is
being organized by Americans.
The aim is to undermine Europe,
following the same scenario as
was used against Ukraine.

RUS

This Week's Trend: Western
media have eliminated freedom of
speech. The most important thing http://bit.ly/1Q4J6Nw
for them is the attitude towards
Kyiv junta.

ENG, CZE

Hillary Clinton's top secret emails
will be used in the trial against
Nadia Savchenko.

http://bit.ly/1QllQ8e

http://bit.ly/1S9h8QT

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher

The West, including the Czech
European Values ThinkPrime Minister, was supporting
Tank
directly the opposite.

It was not "the West", it was a
private opinion of former head
of Eurocontrol, David McMillan.
riafan.ru // ukraina.ru // And he said that not only
StopFake.org
ren.tv // TV Zvezda
Ukraine, but also Russia is to
blame for blighting the
investigation:
http://bit.ly/23NAfns
RG.ru

No statistics or other evidence Dmytro Spivak,
given.
Dragomanov University

Golos Pravdy

There is no mention of any
rejection of the use of
Ukrainian in official
Zaporizhzhia city documents. StopFake.org
The whole article is based on a
Facebook post of a local
activist: http://bit.ly/1PICYZe

instory.cz

Repeating an already
debunked disinformation,
European Values Thinkwhich appeared in an Austrian
Tank
outlet half a year ago:
http://bit.ly/1NYulEc

Izvestia

No evidence given. // There is
Pavel Spirin, former
nothing like "Kyiv junta", see
journalist
the election results.

whatdoesitmean.com
http://bit.ly/1Qmqd2K //
// Orgo Net @
http://bit.ly/1nXxlMx //
Blogspot //
http://bit.ly/1QQ0KSb
SvetKolemNas.info

Neither the mentioned report,
nor any information about it, is European Values Thinkto be found in any independent Tank
sources.
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GER, RUS

The dechristianization of Europe is
the reason for the migrant wave.
Christians are persecuted in
http://bit.ly/20PtK16
Europe, the European court has
banned baptising children.

Georgy Kotyonok
@Youtube

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
Repeating older disinformation
journalist for Depo.ua,
with no supporting evidence.
blogger, researcher

RUS, CZE

Mustafa Dzhemilev and Petro
Poroshenko have agreed that
Crimean Tatars will revive their
http://bit.ly/1SaHyBF //
military battalion. It will be a
http://bit.ly/1Q4LCmX
branch of the Islamic State, it will
conduct terror acts in Crimea, and
it will be sponsored by ISIS.

ukraina.ru // nwoo.org

No evidence given.

31.01.2016

RUS

In 2011, Joe Biden publicly
declared that he came to stop
Putin from participating in the
presidential race.

http://bit.ly/1nShJJM

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym, time
15:28

Joe Biden did not say this, and
did not say it publicly.
Pavel Spirin, former
According to Boris Nemtsov,
journalist
Biden said that "in Putin's
place he would not stand for

31.01.2016

RUS

There was no annexation of
Crimea, it was returning the
peninsula to its native shores.

http://bit.ly/1nShJJM

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym, time
17:28

What happened to Crimea was
an illegal annexation. Crimea Pavel Spirin, former
is internationally recognized as journalist
part of Ukraine.

RUS

The West thinks of Russians as of
http://bit.ly/1nShJJM
barbarians.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym, time
28:04

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

31.01.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: [The BBC
documentary about Putin's
corruption] is a small part of hybrid http://bit.ly/1nShJJM
war that the West conducts
against Russia.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym, time
41:43 (similarly at
54:13)

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

31.01.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: BBC stains
the reputation of Elizabeth II.

http://bit.ly/1Q4Hi79

Vesti nedeli s Dmitriem
BBC is not a royal media and Pavel Spirin, former
Kiselyovym, time
does not represent the Queen. journalist
05:15

31.01.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: The BBC
documentary about Putin's
corruption is a part of American
and British attempts to divide and
destroy Russia.

http://bit.ly/1Q4Hi79

Vesti nedeli s Dmitriem
Kiselyovym, time
No evidence given.
16:40

31.01.2016

RUS

Last Week's Trend: Further
developing of the case of the
raped 13 year old girl in Berlin.

http://bit.ly/1Q4Hi79

Vesti nedeli s Dmitriem Repeating a disinformation
Pavel Spirin, former
Kiselyovym, time
that has been debunked many
journalist
30:13
times.

30.01.2016

31.01.-01.02.2016

31.01.2016

European Values ThinkTank

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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01.-02.02.2016

CZE

Last Week's Trend: Corporations
http://bit.ly/1SDGyGU // nwoo.org //
and doctors are deliberately
svobodnenoviny.eu
http://bit.ly/20QEPir
causing illness and let us die
because of business.

01.-03.02.2016

CZE

This Week's Trend: Does the US
embassy threaten to the director of http://bit.ly/23Rs6OY //
the Czech TV? Germany openly: http://bit.ly/1PfC5py
US are behind the killing in Libya.

RUS, UKR

A Ukrainian train going to China
got lost in Kazakhstan.

01.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1mibKwy

European Values ThinkTank

No evidence given.

CzechFreePress.cz //
ParatDnes.cz

There is nothing in the article
European Values Thinkthat would correspond to such
Tank
a title.

TASS

The Ukrainian train did reach
the final destination, and did so Sergei Sydorenko,
the day before the fake
journalist for Evropeiska
pravda
message was reported:
http://on.fb.me/20en8qK

Geenstijl.nl

The video is a fake, second in
three weeks of the same kind: Ukrainska Pravda //
http://bit.ly/1SPxKvP //
EuromaidanPress.com //
http://bit.ly/1T2LRiI //
StopFake.org
http://bit.ly/1QOWKRN

Hídfő

Wolfgang Herles claimed that
German media are too close to
the government and they are Political Capital Institute
following a political agenda:
http://dailym.ai/20eqM3W

NED, UKR

Azov fighters threaten the Dutch
people with a terror attack again.

01.02.2016

HUN

This Week's Trend: Wolfgang
Herles, former head of ZDF:
German authorities administer a
brutal censorship over the media.

01.02.2016

HUN

The Turkish nationalist
organization Grey Wolves could
http://bit.ly/1X8gn9W
have participated in the downing of
the Russian A321 in Egypt.

Hídfő

Egyptian Interior Ministry
denied such Russian media
allegations:
http://bit.ly/1SPBc9K

Political Capital Institute

01.02.2016

CZE

Germany is shocked after an
exploratory flight over Syria.
Luftwaffe witnessed an Islamic
state convoy smuggling oil,
protected by the US and Turkey.
The German government cannot
say anything because it is
blackmailed by the US.

http://bit.ly/20CsZeV

SvetKolemNas.info

Repeating and already
debunked disinformation.

European Values ThinkTank

01.02.2016

RUS

No Russian fighter violated
Turkish airspace.

http://bit.ly/1KAqBOC

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
05:57

Several NATO allies confirmed
Pavel Spirin, former
the violation happened:
journalist
http://bit.ly/1ojWTmZ

01.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1PZgYv7

http://bit.ly/1SP9vxJ
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01.02.2016

02.-04.02.2016

02.-04.02.2016

03.02.-04.02.2016

03.02.2016

03.02.2016

03.02.2016

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
34:45

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS, ENG, SVK, CZE

http://bit.ly/1QOZKOe //
Migrants harassed a Russian girl
http://bit.ly/1Qlo8Ei //
in Murmansk, 18 of them ended up
http://bit.ly/20Cv62z //
in a hospital, 33 in jail.
http://bit.ly/1T6JDyT

newsli.ru // fortruss.com //
hlavnespravy.sk //
ceskoaktualne.cz

The incident did not happen:
http://bit.ly/1SCqAwv

Juraj Smatana //
European Values ThinkTank

CZE

Putin's man Nikolai Starikov in
Prague: The migration crisis is
managed by the USA to weaken
http://bit.ly/1PIFiiV //
Europe so that the US could retain
http://bit.ly/20Plmi1
their dominance over it. The
European leaders are under strong
pressure from the US.

ParlamentniListy.cz //
Lajkit.cz

The quote is genuine, but it is
only repeating an already
debunked disinformation.

European Values ThinkTank

ENG, CZE

Last Week's Trend: Zika virus is
owned by American and British
companies and it is available for
purchase on the Internet.

http://bit.ly/1SYG5gB //
http://bit.ly/1nXyUKE

globalresearch.ca //
svobodnenoviny.eu

There is no patent related to
Zika virus. Biological samples
from the companies mentioned European Values Thinkin the article are not publicly
Tank
available, they can be bought
only by official laboratories.

CZE

Putin's man Nikolai Starikov in
Prague: The coup in Ukraine had
established an US-controlled
puppet government and the civil
war in Donbass is Kyiv's bloody
campaign against supporters of
Victor Yanukovych.

http://bit.ly/1RfHEqw

ParlamentniListy.cz

Repeating an already
debunked disinformation:
http://bit.ly/1TMMBI5

RUS, UKR

Euromaidan was a coup
sponsored by the EU, carried out
by nazis and idiots. The French
government is a totalitarian regime
http://bit.ly/1QP7lML
- Igor Druz from Russian Institute
of Strategic Studies (body
established by the Russian
President).

Georgy Kotyonok
@Youtube

Repeating an already
Oleksandr Nykonorov,
debunked disinformation. // For
journalist for Depo.ua,
claims about France, no
blogger, researcher
evidence given.

RUS

Ukraine is now cleaned from all
Soviet industry to enable the
entrance of American supranational corporations.

the-day-x.ru

No evidence given.

RUS

The US will use Ukrainian troops
in Syria to fight against Assad’s
regime and Russian forces.

http://bit.ly/1KAqBOC

http://bit.ly/1UW1nKW

European Values ThinkTank

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher
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Major General Mansour AlTurki said that the ‘misuse of
our financial system’ resulted
Political Capital Institute
in money ending in the hands
of terrorists such as al Qaeda:
http://bit.ly/1K2Th2F

04.02.2016

HUN

The spokesman of Saudi Arabian
Ministry of Interior officially
admitted the state-funding of alQaeda.

04.02.2016

RUS

Euromaidan was a coup (lead by
nazis).

http://bit.ly/1XcXpz5

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
24:50 (similarly at
31:27)

Repeating an already
debunked disinformation.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

04.02.2016

RUS

During the past two years, the
West has been supporting the
murder of people [in Odessa] by
Ukrainian nationalists.

http://bit.ly/1XcXpz5

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
34:45

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

04.02.2016

RUS

Odessa as well as Ukraine itself
has always been part of the
http://bit.ly/1XcXpz5
Russian world, without any doubts.
It was, it is and it will be always.

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
37:25

Neither Odessa, nor Ukraine is
Pavel Spirin, former
a part of a "Russian world".
journalist
"Russian world" is just a myth.

04.02.2016

RUS

Ukraine is governed by nazis.

http://bit.ly/1XcXpz5

Vremya pokazhet @
Pervyi kanal, time
39:35

Repeating an already
Pavel Spirin, former
debunked disinformation. See
journalist
the election results.

05.02.2016

HUN

Germany is in a pogrom mood
after women were harassed by
migrants.

http://bit.ly/1QKyLTW

Titkolt Hírek

No evidence given.

RUS, UKR

In 2016, there will be terror attacks
in Crimea. The leader of the
Crimean Tatars Dzhemilev and
Turkish President Erdogan will
receive so many guns they will
turn Crimea into new Chechnya.
Dzhemilev already received 3,000
ISIS fighters. Soon, these fighters http://bit.ly/1SCzv1c
will enter Crimea, which is
organised by American "hawks"
and by the European Parliament Yegor Kvasnyuk from Russian
Institute of Strategic Studies (body
established by the Russian
President).

Georgy Kotyonok
@Youtube

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
Repeating older disinformation
journalist for Depo.ua,
with no supporting evidence.
blogger, researcher

06.02.2016

http://on.fb.me/1NUgH5 South Front HU
h
Facebook

Political Capital Institute
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06.02.2016

RUS, UKR

A nazi special forces commando
from Ukrainian secret services
came near Mariupol to cleanse
those Ukrainian fighters who do
not want to share what they have
stolen.

http://bit.ly/20CLG2h

separatists @ V
Kontakte

No evidence given.

DISCLAIMER: This product is a compilation of reports by members of the myth-busting network created by the EEAS East StratCom Task Force. The East
StratCom doesn’t produce these reports, we only collect them. Opinions and judgements expressed here do not represent official EU positions.

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher

